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QUOTE OF THE DAY
"It takes 20 years to build
a reputation and five
minutes to ruin it. If you
think about that, you'll do
things differently."
- Warren Buffett
American Businessman
Born on this day in 1930

ARTAfact

Introducing Four Seasons Resort Anguilla...
Be the first to experience the newest luxury resort in the Caribbean.
The Four Seasons Resort and Residences Anguilla beginnings hosting
guests on Thursday, October 20, 2016. Savour this 5-Star tropical treat
with a special introductory offer and enjoy a complimentary third night with
every consecutive paid two nights if you visit before December 15, 2016.
Or, receive a complimentary fifth night with every four paid consecutive
nights in 2017. It will be our pleasure to assist you in planning your next
adventure to the this stunning Caribbean resort.
Contact a Leisure Travel Specialist to assist with your travel plans

ARTA Travel is an official
American Express
affiliated travel
management company.
That means
Cardmembers enrolled in
the Membership
Rewards® Points
program can apply
earned points towards the
purchase of air, cruise
and vacation packages
or, receive and accrue
points for future use.
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"A great trip thanks to
Joann!
Carolyn and I recently
returned from a 35-day
wonderful adventure to
New Zealand and
Australia that was
seamlessly organized by
Joann Austin.

10 Best Fall Foliage Trips in the U.S. ...
Feel the freshness of the Fall as you breathe in the crisp Autumn air. Gaze
upon the spectrum of hues in yellow, orange and red foliage against
evergreens and fields ablaze in a spectacular array of colors. Fodor's
presents 10 amazing places that will refresh and rejuvenate you this
season from the Catskills to the Colorado Rockies and more.
Click here for entire list

Airfares from Dallas / Fort Worth International Airport
DFW to Anguilla, British West Indies
DFW to Chicago O'Hare, IL
DFW to Denver, CO
DFW to Kona, Hawaii
DFW to London, Heathrow, England
DFW to Los Angeles, CA
DFW to San Juan, Puerto Rico
DFW to Miami, FL
DFW to Nassau, Bahamas
DFW to New York, LaGuardia, NY

$682
$308
$221
$653
$559
$350
$368
$378
$612
$368

Fares shown are round-trip based on availability, not including taxes and fees
Conditions Apply

ARTA Travel clients, receive discounted pricing with
FreedomPark Valet at DFW Airport.

Throughout the process,
she was always there to
guide us, make
reservations, ensure visa
compliance and offer
great suggestions. Our
trip included air
arrangements from
Pensacola to Auckland,
back-to-back cruises on
Celebrity Solstice and air
arrangements from
Sydney to Pensacola
along with lodging before
and after. Other than truly
efficient handling of all
requests, we appreciate
the fact that she has
traveled extensively
including a variety of
cruises.
We first met Joann and
Wally onboard Celebrity
Equinox. We were so
impressed with her
extensive background
knowledge and
willingness to help and
resolve any issue, we
decided to shift our travel
arranging to her instead
of using a local travel
agent in Pensacola.
We are looking forward to
many future adventures
arranged by Joann."
Sincerely,
Carolyn and Bob S.
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Getaway to the Big Island of Hawaii with Classic
Vacations...
When you check into The Hapuna Beach Prince Hotel you will be greeted
with cool towels and passion orange juice refreshments as you bask in the
warm, tropical South Pacific breezes and gaze out to the Kohala Coast's
beautiful ocean. Priced from $629 per person, this 4-night package
includes a full daily breakfast buffet with a partial ocean view room. Plus,
there is a bonus: every 4th night is free. Book now through December 12
and travel until December 21, 2016.
Contact an ARTA Leisure Travel Counselor to plan your Hawaiian
adventure

CORPORATE TRAVEL

Stuck at the Airport? Four Pointers for More
Productive Waits...
We've all been there. In spite of the most sophisticated infrastructure in all
aspects of Aviation, some situations are out the control of even the most
savvy traveler like delayed flights, long lines in security or computer
system glitches. They say that patience is a virtue and Smart Meetings
points out a few very virtuous plans to keep in mind the next time you
encounter a longer than expected wait at the airport.
Click here to read more
Contact an ARTA Corporate Agent for more details

GROUP TRAVEL

Alternative To Land Based Incentives...
Hailed as the most luxurious ship ever built, The Seven Seas Explorer had
her maiden voyage last month. This 5-star, all-suite magnificent ship is the
ultimate luxury cruise to reward your top performers. She will sail the
Mediterranean until November and then spend the winter cruising the
Caribbean. Regent clearly has set a new standard in luxury cruises for
your next group event.
Contact an ARTA Group Agent for more details
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